Abstract. Given any dimension function h, we construct a perfect set E ⊆ R of zero h-Hausdorff measure, that contains any finite polynomial pattern. This is achieved as a special case of a more general construction in which we have a family of functions F that satisfy certain conditions and we construct a perfect set E in R N , of h-Hausdorff measure zero, such that for any finite set {f 1 , . . . , fn} ⊆ F , E satisfies that
Introduction
There is a long history about the study of the relations between the size (in some appropriate sense) of a set and the existence of patterns or prescribed configurations contained in it. In the discrete case, the famous Roth-Szemerédi theorem [18] , states that any subset of the integers of positive density contains arithmetic progressions of any length. One can view arithmetic progressions as linear patterns; and there have been many similar results for polynomial patterns, a notable one being the now classical theorem of Furstenberg-Sárközy [10] .
Polynomial patterns with rational coefficients have also been studied in number theory by Bergelson and Leibman [1] . They proved that any subset of integers of positive density contains (almost) every polynomial pattern. Later, in [19] and [20] Tao and Ziegler extended the result to the set of prime numbers. 1] , either there exists a homeomorphism φ ∈ H such that the image φ(A) contains no 3-term arithmetic progressions; or, for every φ ∈ H, the image φ(A) contains arithmetic progressions of arbitrary finite length. In fact, they showed that the first alternative holds if and only if the set A is a countable union of nowhere dense sets.
A set A of real numbers is called universal in measure if every measurable set of positive measure necessarily contains an affine copy of A. From the Lebesgue density theorem, one can deduce that any set E ⊆ R of positive Lebesgue measure contains similar copies of every finite set (i.e. all finite sets are universal). Iosevich asked the following related question: if A ⊆ R is a finite set and E ⊆ [0, 1] is a set of Hausdorff dimension 1, must E contain a similar copy of A? In [14] Keleti answered this question by showing that for any set A ⊆ R of 3 elements there exists a 1-dimensional set that contains no similar copy of A. Moreover, he proved that given a countable family of triplets, there exists a 1-dimensional set that does not contain a similar copy of any of those triplets. Maga [16] extended Keleti's constructions to the plane. Using a different method Falconer [8] had previously proved this for only one triangle. Máthé [17] , and Fraser and Pramanik [9] studied similar problems for non-linear patterns, under certain conditions. In [21] the second author obtained finer versions for linear patterns using dimension functions.
In [13] Laba and Pramanik gave sufficient conditions to guarantee arithmetic progressions of length 3 in large sets. They proved that given E ⊆ R a closed set of Hausdorff dimension α, if α is sufficiently close to 1 and if E supports a probability measure obeying appropriate dimensionality and Fourier decay conditions, then E contains non-trivial 3-term arithmetic progressions. Recently, using an harmonic analysis approach, in [11] sufficient conditions where given by the same authors together with Henriot that guarantee that a subset of R N contains certain polynomial patterns.
Also assuming hypotheses on the decay of the Fourier transform, in [3, Corollary 1.7] Chan, Laba, and Pramanik ensure the existence of equilateral triangles contained in a subset of the plane. For recent progress in dimension 4 and higher, whithout assuming Fourier bounds, see the work of Iosevich and Liu [12] .
In this paper we complement these results by explicitly constructing very small perfect sets that do contain prescribed patterns (in particular, polynomial patterns).
Davies, Marstrand and Taylor [5] already proved a result of this kind: Given a dimension function h (see Section 2 for the definition), there exists a closed set E ⊆ R such that H h (E) = 0 and n i=1 (a i E + b i ) = ∅ for any finite subset of linear (real) functions of non-zero slope. Further there exists an F σ set E ⊆ R such that i∈Λ (a i E + b i ) = ∅ (for a i = 0) for any countable set Λ and H h (E) = 0. The first part of this theorem was extended by Keleti, Nagy and Shmerkin to R N and the case when the family of functions are affine functions in [15] .
We generalize the results from [5] and [15] in several directions. We allow much more general classes of functions (including polynomials), and consider both images and preimages in the case of non invertible functions.
We prove that given a dimension function h and a family of continuous functions F on R N satisfying certain conditions (see Theorem 3.7), then there exists a perfect set E ⊆ R N , such that H h (E) = 0 and 1≤i≤n f −1
i (E) = ∅ for each finite subset
In particular the family of non constant polynomials with real coefficients satisfy the assumptions of the previous theorem (see Theorem 3.8 and its generalization Proposition 3.9). We also prove an analogous result for intersection of images: given a dimension function h, and F a family of continuous functions on R N satisfying certain conditions, then there exists a perfect set E ⊆ R N such that 1≤i≤n f i (E) = ∅ for any finite subset {f 1 , · · · , f n } in F , and H h (E) = 0 (see Theorem 3.2). We show that in fact the conditions on F are not hard to be satisfied, since for example the set of bilipschitz functions (as well as many others) satisfy them.
An old conjecture of Erdős [6] states that for any infinite set A ⊆ R there exists a set E ⊆ R of positive Lebesgue measure which does not contain any similar copy of A (Erdős' conjecture says that there is no infinite universal set). In [7] Falconer proved that slowly decaying sequences are not counterexamples. It is not known if {2
−n : n ∈ N} is universal.
In this article we investigate a problem wich is in some sense the oposite of Erdős': we construct very small F σ sets containing countable predetermined patterns. We prove that given a dimension function h and a family of continuous functions F defined on a closed set D ⊆ R N satisfying certains conditions, there exists an F σ set without isolated points E ⊆ R N , with H h (E) = 0 and i∈Λ f −1
i (E) = ∅ for any (f i ) i∈Λ ⊆ F countable subset (see Theorem 4.4). We also obtain analogous results for images insted of preimages (see Theorem 4.1).
The construction of each of these sets is quite subtle and requires a delicate construction. In fact, the way of constructing the required set in different situations relies on similar methods of proof. We included all details only for the first theorem and only indicate the construction for the other cases.
Definitions and notations
In this section we will set the notation and give the definitions needed in this paper.
We will call h a dimension function, if h : R ≥0 → R ∪ {+∞}, is non-decreasing and right continuous such that h(0) = 0 and h(t) > 0 for t > 0.
The set of all dimension functions is partially ordered, considering the order defined by
Definition 2.1. If h is a dimension function, the outer Hausdorff measure associated with h is
For any dimension function h, H h is a Borel measure. This definition generalises the outer α-dimensional Hausdorff measure, which is the particular case h(x) := x α . In this case the parcial order says that x s ≺ x t if and only if s < t.
Definition 2.2. Let E ⊆ R N and F := {f i : R N → R N , i ∈ Λ} a set of functions, we say that E contains the pattern (f i ) i∈Λ if there exist t ∈ R N such that f i (t) ∈ E ∀i ∈ Λ, or equivalently, if
In the case that Λ is finite, we say that the pattern is finite. If Λ es countable, we say that the pattern is countable. If the functions f i are non-constant polynomials, we say that the pattern is a polynomial pattern.
Remark 2.3. Our definition of polynomial patterns is more general than all the different definitions of polynomial patterns found in the literature. Also, it includes arithmetic progressions since they are a special case of polynomial patterns for the case that f 1 , · · · , f n are certain similarities.
Equation (1) is our motivation to study the intersections of the preimages or images of a set under the actions of the functions f i .
We concentrate on the case of closed sets (or F σ sets), since it is not difficult to find G δ sets such that their intersection under countable homeomorphisms is non-empty.
Through the whole paper, bilipschitz and locally bilipschitz functions will play a fundamental role. For convenience of the reader we give the definition here:
there exist positive constants c 1 and c 2 such that for x, y ∈ R N we have
In the particular case that c 2 ≤ 1, we say that f is a non-expansive bilipschitz map. And in the case that c 1 ≥ 1 we say that it is a non-contractive bilipschitz map. Sometimes, when we want to make explicit reference to the constants we will say that the function is bilipschitz with constants (c 1 , c 2 ).
Definition 2.5. If X and Y are topological spaces, we say that a function f : X → Y is a closed map, if for all closed sets E in X, f (E) is closed in Y . Definition 2.6. A function ψ : Ω ψ ⊆ R N → R N is locally bilipschitz if for any x 0 ∈ Ω ψ there exist ε = ε(x 0 ) and constants c 1 = c 1 (x 0 ) > 0 and c 2 = c 2 (x 0 ) > 0 such that for x, y ∈ B(x 0 , ε) we have
Note first that being locally bilipschitz is indeed a weaker property than being bilipschitz, since we have the following Observation.
with Ω a closed subset of R N is locally bilipschitz, closed and injective, then:
The proof uses the compactness of K and the fact that ψ is closed and injective (In fact, neither of these conditions can be removed).
Finite intersections and finite patterns
In this section we will prove (constructively) the existence of small sets that have non-empty finite intersection through some maps or preimages of maps.
3.1. Small perfect sets with a finite intersection property.
We will prove that given a dimension function h and a set F of functions satisfying certain conditions there exists a perfect set E of zero H h measure such that any finite intersection of the images of E by functions of F is non-empty.
Our tool will be to modify our original functions by composing them with functions Ψ such that the compositions are bilipschitz. This will enable us to look at the intersections of the images of E essentially as an intersection of the images under bilipschitz maps.
We will need the following lemma to construct the set.
Lemma 3.1. Let h be a dimension function and let L, N ∈ N be given. There exists a sequence (δ n ) n∈N0 ⊆ (0, 1] satisfying simultaneously:
Proof. Let (q i ) i∈N be an enumeration of N × N. We choose first δ 0 = 1. Once we have chosen δ 0 , · · · , δ n−1 , we take δ n > 0 sufficiently small such that
where π 1 and π 2 are the projections onto the first and second coordinate respectively. Let us see that the constructed sequence satisfies the third condition. For, given
which implies the third statement.
Theorem 3.2. Let h be a dimension function, F a family of continous functions from R N to R N such that there exists a countable family of closed, injective, locally bilipschitz functions Ψ = {ψ r : Ω r → R N } r∈N each defined on a closed set Ω r and satisfying:
• lim x →+∞,x∈Ωr ψ r (x) = +∞.
• for each f i ∈ F there exists ψ r(i) ∈ Ψ such that f i •ψ r(i) is a non-contractive bilipschitz map on Ω r(i) • given any finite number of functions f 1 , · · · , f n ∈ F , the set A a,f1,··· ,fn defined as
contains arbitrarily large balls for all a > 0.
Then there exists a perfect set
We will prove that given L ≥ 2, there exists a closed set
To see this, let us fix L ≥ 2 and let (δ n ) n∈N be the sequence given by Lemma 3.1. DefineF n ⊆ R as a union of closed intervals of length δ n on the positive real line that are equally spaced and the complementary intervals are of length
F n :=F N n and let K j be defined as
By the choice of the sequence (δ n ) n∈N and the argument below, it follows that K j is non-empty. We now fix m ∈ N. Since by hypothesis lim x →+∞,x∈Ωj ψ j (x) = +∞, for each j ∈ {1, · · · , m}, there exists k j ∈ N such that ψ j (x) ≥ max{m, L} for all
and
and is closed since ψ j is a closed function. Our sought after closed set E is
To be able to proof that E satisfies the desired conditions, we first need to prove the following claims:
For the proof of Claim 1, By the hypothesis of the family of functions, to each function f i we associate a function ψ r(i) such that f i • ψ r(i) is bilipschitz with constants (1, L) in Ω r(i) .
Let R := max{r(1), · · · , r(n)} ∈ N, and let I R be given by equation (2) .
contains arbitrarily large balls.
Hence, using the injectivity of
For each r(i) ∈ {r(1), . . . , r(n)} consider all those m ∈ N that are of the form (2k−1)2 r(i)−1 with k ∈ N and define g m := f i •ψ r(i) | Ω r(i) . Let Λ be the countable set of those indices which we consider strictly ordered (m n < m n+1 ∀n ∈ N, m n ∈ Λ). Note that there may be many g m that are equal. Therefore we rewrite equation (4) as
In order to show that this last intersection is not empty, we will show that:
(1) There exists a cube
These two conditions yield a sequence of nested compact sets and hence their intersection is not empty. We show both conditions:
(1) By hypothesis for each ρ > 0 there exists a ball B ρ of radius ρ inside A wich is contained in Im(g m1 ), and since the cubes of F m1 are distributed uniformly throughout the whole R N with the same length and separation there must exist a ball of radius
Further we can see that
For, let y ∈ B g m k (x),
, and since g m k is injective and continuous, by the Jordan-Brouwer separation theorem,
is the boundary between the regions g m k B(x,
is contained in the first region, and by assumption y belongs to the second region. Hence there must exist
Since g m k is non-contractively bilipshitz, we have
which is a contradiction. Combining all inequalities, we have
From here we conclude
where the first inclusion is proven analogously as for equation (6) .
To see that in fact there is a cube from F m k+1 in B, it is enough to show that
by the way we chose the sequence using Lemma 3.1. This proves the desired inequality, and hence Claim 1.
We now turn our attention to Claim 2, i.e. to see that
LetĨ a cube of sidelength 1, and let i, j ∈ N. It will be enough to see that
Since the diameter of the cubes in
j (Ĩ) = ∅ we have that J is contained in a compact set G:
Since ψ j is an injective and closed locally bilipschitz function defined on the closed set Ω j , when restricted to the compact set G, by Lemma 2.7 we have that ψ j is bilipschitz with constants say (a, b), where a and b only depend on N ,Ĩ and ψ j . Hence, if J is a cube in F n such that
where
Let now Q = Q(Ĩ, N, ψ j ) be a cube with sides parallel to the axes and edges of length ℓ := ℓ (Ĩ, N, ψ j ) , that contains G. We have
Inserting this into equation (8) we have
wich tends to 0 if we choose (δ n ) n∈N as in Lemma 3.1. This completes the proof of Claim 2.
We are now ready to prove that the set E given by (3), satisfies the expected thesis of the Theorem. Recall that E is given by:
We check:
• E is closed, since for each L we have that E L is closed and contained in B(0, L) C .
• H
h (E) = 0, since E is a countable union of sets of H h -measure zero.
• If f 1 , · · · , f n is any finite set of functions from F , there exist natural numbers
By the first item, E is closed, and the following lemma shows that we can modify the construction of E slightly, in order for it to be perfect and still satisfy all the required conditions. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
The following lemma shows that if our set has isolates points we can replace it by another set without isolated points, and still satisfying the required properties.
Lemma 3.3. Given a dimension function h andẼ ⊆ R
N a closed or F σ set such that H h (Ẽ) = 0. Then there exists a set E ⊇Ẽ of the same type but without isolated points such that H h (E) = 0.
Proof. Let D be the set of (at most countable) isolated points ofẼ. For each x ∈ D choose a ball B(x, r x ) sufficiently small as not to touch neither the set nor any other chosen ball, i.e. B(x, r x ) ∩Ẽ = ∅ and B(x, r x ) ∩ B(y, r y ) = ∅ for all x = y in D.
Let now C be a compact set without isolated points, contained in [0, 1] N such that H h (C) = 0. For each x ∈ D we can put a rescaled and translated copy C x ⊆ B(x, r x ) of C, wich is compact, has no isolated points and H h (C x ) = 0. We obtain the sought after set E by considering E :=Ẽ ∪ x∈D C x .
Clearly, not any set of functions will have the desired property, for example if F := {f 1 (x) := x 2 + 1, f 2 (x) := −x 2 } for N = 1. The requirement that the set A a,f1,··· ,fn contains arbitrarily large balls is providing the condition that the images of finite functions in F have to intersect "a lot" at "infinity".
Remark 3.4. In general we can not aim to obtain a bounded set that satisfies the finite intersection property. If the family of functions contains for example all affine functions, there exists no bounded set E such that 1≤i≤n ϕ i (E) = ∅ for any finite affine functions ϕ 1 , · · · , ϕ n . Since we are looking for sets containing polynomial patterns (in particular linear polynomials), it is reasonable to search for closed sets rather than for compact sets.
We will now exhibit some families of functions to which Theorem 3.2 can be applied.
Corollary 3.5. Let F := {f : R N → R N bilipschitz} and let h be a dimension function. There exists a perfect set E ⊆ R N , with H h (E) = 0, such that n i=1 f i (E) = ∅ for any finite subset {f 1 , · · · , f n } ⊆ F . Proof. We consider the countable family of linear functions
which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2.
For each bilipschitz function f ∈ F let (c, d) denote the lower and upper bilipschitz constants. We associate to f any function ψ(x) = λx with λ ∈ Q ≥ 1 c . Any choice yields that f • ψ is non-contractively bilipschitz in R N . Further, since f • ψ : R N → R N is bilipschitz, by the Domain Invariance Theorem, it is bijective and so f • ψ(R N ) = R N . In particular, for any a > 0, we have that
Hence, given any finite set of functions f 1 , · · · , f n ∈ F and a > 0 we have
N is bounded and so A a,f1,··· ,fn contains arbitrarily large balls.
Note that a consequence of this Corollary (which could also be obtained from [15] ) is that there exists a closed set E in R N of Hausdorff dimension 0 such that for any finite set A of R N , there exists z A ∈ R N such that A + z A ⊆ E; i.e. E contains all finite sets of R N up to translations. To continue exhibiting sets of functions that satisfy the conditions of our theorem, we use the notation R[x] for polynomials in R with real coefficients. Example 3.6. For the particular case that the dimension of the underlying space is 1, the family F := {P : P ∈ R[x] is non-constant, with positive principal coefficient} satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 . To see this asociate to each polynomial
withã ∈ Q ∩ (0, a n ] andd sufficiently large such that all the coefficients (except possibly the constant term) of P • ψ are positive. Another example is F := {P : P ∈ R[x] is an odd degree polynomial} .
Small perfect sets containing any finite pattern.
Since the definition of patterns involves the intersection of preimages, rather than images (see equation (1)), in this section we will prove an analogous result for intersections of preimages. j (x) = +∞ for every j, satisfying:
• for each f i ∈ F there exists ψ r(i) ∈ Ψ and a closed set D i ⊆ R N such that ψ r(i) • f i | Di is well defined and non-expansive bilipschitz.
• for each a > 0 and any choice of finite functions f 1 , · · · , f n ∈ F , we have that
Then there exists a perfect set E ⊆ R N , such that 1≤i≤n f
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.2, defining F L as
We define
Given f 1 , · · · , f n , by hypothesis we have that A := 1≤i≤n (ψ r(i) • f i | Di ) −1 (I R ) contains arbitrarily large balls. We also have that
where we define g m := ψ r(i) • f i | Di for those m that are of the form (2k − 1)2
with k ∈ N and any r(i) with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let us call M the countable set of these indexes which we will order increasingly.
To prove that the intersection in equation (9) is non empty, we see that
m is locally bilipschitz, we have a sequence of nested non empty compact sets whose intersection will be non-empty.
Further
it is enough to see that ifĨ is a cube of side length 1, j, i ∈ N, we have Finally, taking
and using Lemma 3.3, the theorem follows.
At this stage, we are ready to prove the result which we were looking for: to construct a set E of zero H h -measure that contains every finite polynomial pattern. We obtain this result for the one variable case as a particular case of Theorem 3.7. Then we extend it to polynomials of several variables in Theorem 3.9.
Theorem 3.8. Let h be a dimension function, P the family of non-constant polynomials in one variable with real coefficients. Then there exists a perfect set E ⊆ R, such that H h (E) = 0 and 1≤i≤n P −1
i (E) = ∅ for any finite subset {P 1 , · · · , P n } in P. In particular E contains any finite polynomial pattern.
If h is taken adequately, E is a perfect set that has Hausdorff dimension zero and contains any finite polynomial pattern.
Proof. We consider the family of closed, injective, continuous functions
such that for each ψ ∈ Ψ, we have
• ψ −1 is injective, closed and locally bilipschitz and
This family verifies that for each P (x) := n k=0 a k x k ∈ P with a n = 0 (n ≥ 1), we can choose ψ ∈ Ψ as
We choose M P ∈ N such that |P | is injective in [M P − 1, +∞) and we have (10)
In other words, P | [MP −1,+∞) is always positive or always negative, injective and
Note that we can require the condition on the derivative, since
In particular, ψ • P is non-expansive bilipschitz with constants (
is open, and so (ψ • P ) −1 :
−1 is increasing as well. By Theorem 3.7 with N = 1 and F = P, associating to each P a function ψ and M P as indicated above, we obtain the desired result.
In fact, we can extend this result to the case of polynomials in several variables.
Theorem 3.9. Given a dimension function h, and givenP the family of non constant polynomials in several variablesP : R N → R, then there exists a perfect set E ⊆ R such that H h (E) = 0, and 1≤i≤nP
Proof. We choose E the set given by Theorem 3.8. GivenP 1 , · · · ,P n ∈P, it will be enough to choose λ 2 , · · · , λ N ∈ R such that P 1 (t) :=P 1 (t, λ 2 t, · · · , λ N t), · · · , P n (t) :=P n (t, λ 2 t, · · · , λ N t) are non constant polynomials in one variable, because by Theorem 3.8 there exists t ∈ R such that
from which the result will follow.
To choose λ 2 , · · · , λ N , let d k := degree(P k ) and we writẽ
where a
they yield the desired construction.
Remark 3.10. We were unable to obtain a similar result for vector valued polynomial patterns using our method of proof. This is due to the fact that we would need that if P is a vector valued polynomial from R N → R N , i.e. P := (P 1 , · · · , P N ) with P j : R N → R and N ≥ 2, there exists a set D P ⊆ R N that contains arbitrarily large balls, such that P | DP is injective.
It is not straightforward to characterize a family of vector valued polynomials that would satisfy such a condition, but it is easy to see that not any family of polynomials will satisfy it, since for example in R 2 , the polynomial function P (x, y) = (x − y, (x − y)
2 ) will never satisfy such a condition.
Infinite intersections and infinite patterns
We now turn our attention to countable intersections, rather than finite ones.
4.1. Small F σ sets with a countable intersection property.
Given a set F of functions satisfying certain conditions, we will prove that there exists a small F σ set whithout isolated points such that the images under countable intersections of functions of F is non-empty. 
is well defined and bilipschitz with constants (1, L); • given a countable number of functions (f i ) i∈Λ⊆N ⊆ F the set
contains arbitrarily large balls. Then there exists an F σ set without isolated points E ⊆ R N , with H h (E) = 0, such that i∈Λ f i (E) = ∅ for any countable family {f i : i ∈ Λ} ⊆ F .
Proof. The proof of this theorem, is analogous to the one of Theorem 3.2. We first start constructing an
By hypothesis, to each f i we have a corresponding ψ r(i) such that f i • ψ r(i) is injective in Ω r(i) . As before we have with k ∈ N and i ∈ Λ and we denote by M the countable set of those indexes ordered increasingly.
Since by hypothesis A := A {fi: i∈Λ} := i∈Λ f i • ψ r(i) (Ω r(i) ) contains arbitrarily large balls, Im(g m ) contains arbitrarily large balls for m ∈ M.
To see that the intersection in equation (12) is non-empty, we see that
Since g m is bilipschitz, we constructed a sequence of non-empty nested compact sets whose intersection is non-empty.
Finally note, that by an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we can show that H h (E) = 0. By Lemma 3.3 the set E can be taken without isolated points.
One application of the Theorem 4.1 is again the fact that one can obtain a set of zero dimensional Hausdorff measure, such that it contains any countable set of R N up to translations. Precisely, looking at F as the set of all translations, Ψ as the set of all rational translations and Ω j = R N for all j we can construct an F σ set without isolated points E ⊆ R N of Hausdorff dimension zero, such that for any countable set A of R N , there exists z A ∈ R N such that A + z A ⊆ E.
, the following family satisfies the hypotesis of Theorem 4.1
Proof. Let Ψ := {ψ : R N → R N : ψ(x) := λx con λ ∈ Q >0 } be a countable family of closed, locally bilipschitz functions defined on R N , and let {f r } r∈Λ a countable family in F . For each f r there exist c r , d r > 0 such that d r < Lc r and
, then ψ r ∈ Ψ and 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1.
Proof. Consider the countable family Ψ := {ψ : R N → R N ψ(x) := Cx with C ∈ Q N ×N } = (ψ j ) j∈N .
For each f i (x) = Ax + b ∈ F , since A is invertible, by the density of the matrices with rational entries we can find C ∈ Q N ×N such that AC − . Therefore x ≤ ACx ≤ 2 x for all x ∈ R N .
Associating to each f i the function ψ r(i) (x) = Cx, we have that f i •ψ r(i) is bilipschitz with constants (1, 2) in all of R N . Further, i∈Λ f i • ψ r(i) (R N ) = R N . The result follows from Theorem 4.1.
4.2.
Small F σ sets containing countable any pattern.
In this section we will concentrate on preimages rather than images. We will show that given a set F of functions satisfying certain conditions, there exists a small F σ set whithout isolated points such that the preimages under countable intersections of functions of F is non-empty.
Theorem 4.4. Let h be a dimension function. Let F be a family of continuous functions defined on a closed set D ⊆ R N containing arbitrarily large balls, such that there exist L ∈ N ≥2 and a countable family Ψ := {ψ j } j∈N of continuous, injective and closed functions defined on closed sets Ω j ⊆ R N , such that ψ −1 j are locally bilipschitz, and for each f ∈ F , there exists ψ j ∈ Ψ such that ψ j • f is well defined and is bilipschitz of constants (
Then there exists an F σ set without isolated points E ⊆ R N , with H h (E) = 0, such that i∈Λ f −1
i (E) = ∅ for any (f i ) i∈Λ ⊆ F countable subset. In other words, E contains any countable pattern of F .
Proof. Again we follow the same scheme of proof.
We first show that there exists an F σ set E ⊆ R N , such that i∈Λ f −1
i (E) = ∅ for any (f i ) i∈Λ ⊆ F and then show that this set satisfies that H h (E) = 0. To see that the intersection in equation (14) is non empty, we argue as before noting that A) there exists a cube C 1 of F m1 , contained in Im(g m1 ) = g m1 (D). B) given a cube C n of F mn , contained in Im(g mn ) = g mn (D); there exists a cube C n+1 of F mn+1 which is contained in g mn+1 (D) such that
mn (C n ) We therefore constructed a sequence of compact nested sets (since g m is bilipschitz) and therefore the intersection is non-empty.
Finally, analogously as in the proof of Theorem 3.7 the set E satisfies that H h (E) = 0. By Lemma 3.3 the set E can be taken without isolated points.
Remark 4.5. We were unable to obtain a result for a countable number of polynomials even in R using our technique of proof of Theorem 4.4. This comes from the fact that if we want a result about countable intersections, using the cited theorem, we would need to find a domain D such that for each polynomial P there exists a function ψ such that ψ • P is bilipschitz on D. Hence, P would have to be injective on D, independently of the polynomial P , which is clearly impossible.
